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Selecting an optimal set of seconda~7 indices 

Theo H~rder, Technische Hochschule Darmstadt 

I. Introduction 

An important design problem concerning the effectiveness of data base systems is 

the selection of access paths (secondary indices) supporting the fast access to 

sets of records qualified by transactions. However, the exploitation of access paths 

is useful only when they save processing time compared with the serial scan of the 

total data base. Consequently, an access path must essentially reduce the response 

time of a query, because it involves additional expenses with respect to storage 

and maintenance. 

In a data base system the global optimiz:ation of the selection problem regarding 

all transaction types and their frequencies captured for all heterogeneous appli- 

cations is necessary for economic reason. The indexing problem can be stated in the 

following ~¢ay: 

Invert a subset of attributes such that the total expected costs resulting from all 

transactions are minimized or, conversely, the gain is maximized with respect to 

the serial scan of all queries. The index optimization can be subject to the addi- 

tional constraint that in case of storage restrictions only a limited number of 

secondary indices is available. 

A number of studies have appeared in reference literature considering this problem. 

Lure has taken an empirical approach (Lu71), while others (Ki74, St74, Sk74) use 

stochastic models concerning probabilities for retrieval and update to obtain ana- 

lytic solutions. In our refined model there are some additional means to describe 

transaction types and different kinds of processing. Essentially, the following 

characteristics and parameters allow a detailed description when considering design 

questions : 

- query, update, insert and delete operations, 

- statistical queries without access to the records, 

- access time as a function of a transaction's hit ratio, 

- random processing according to random and random-sorted lists, 

- sequential processing in case of high hit ratios, 

- storage costs for access paths, 

- storage characteristics of real devices. 
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2. ~bdelass~m~0tions 

Let At, A2, ..., An be nonempty sets, not necessarily distinct. A subset R of the 

Cartesian product A I x A 2 x ... x A n is called a relation, and A i is designated 

a domain or attribute of R. Let r be an element of R, then r is a n-tuple 

(r], r2, ..., rn) where r i belongs to A i. The attribute or minimal group of attri- 

butes which guarantees the uniqueness of tuples is called primary key. The physical 

occurrencesof a relation and of a tuple are denoted respectively as file and record. 

We assume that the NRE C records of the file are randomly stored in secondary memory 

and are not clustered according to any criteria. The records are uniformly distri- 

buted over neighbouring cylinders of a disk, and access to them is performed with 

equal probability for all transactions. The assumption of clustered records (Ro74) 

is not useful when dealing with arbitrary transactions. 

The selection problem of access paths is discussed concerning one relation. In case 

of independence between relations the results can be directly extended to a multi- 

relational data base. 

We distinguish two classes of access paths. Obtaining access via primary key one 

record is found at the most. In comparison to this a secondary key qualifies n re- 

cords. The corresponding access path is called secondary index. A primary key access 

path is necessary for an efficient support of batch processing. The following three 

operation primitives are important for its implementation: 

- random access to any record, 

- sequential processing of all records in a particular order, 

efficient maintenance. 

To support the processing of ad hoc queries secondary indices are suitable. An 

index on the i-th attribute of R is a mapping from elements in A i (attribute values) 

into those tuples in R for which that element in the i-th attribute occurs, i.e., 

a mapping I i : A i ÷ 2 R (Ki74). We assume the existence of atoms for the domains 

(Wo71) so that each attribute has a finite set of elements. The attribute A i has Ji 

attribute values with the frequencies N I , N2, ..., Nji, where 

Ji 
z N k is valid. 
k=1 = NREC 

To describe the distribution we use the resolution factor (Wa73) Rf i = NREC/j i as 

the expected value, which is justified under the consideration of various trans- 

action types. 
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A two level hierarchical organization for the index consisting of the catalogue for 

the attribute values and the corresponding target lists is considered. The catalogue 

entries (attribute values) contain the actual frequencies Nik for statistical in- 

formation purposes, besides the address of the target list. The catalogue of A i is 

organized as a B-tree implemented in physical blocks of length B in secondary sto- 

rage. In order to find the target list of a particular value of A i a B-tree of 

height h must be traversed. Assuming the length of an attribut value entry to be 

D (D ZB/IO0) tlle number of necessary accesses to locate the target list is 

11 for Ji ~ B/D 10 2 

hi = i2 for B/D < Ji ~< (B/D) 2 ~ 10 4 

~3 for 0B/D) 2 < Ji ~ (B/D)3 z 10 6 

The target list itself c~m contain primary keys, rids or record addresses in case of 

a vector implementation or logical or physical marks when packed boolean arrays are 

taken. The storage requirement for one entry or mark be S M. Then a target list is 

consequently stored in 

NBi = 
NRE C " 

CST = c . S M • NREC, 

since Np~ C target entries exist for each attribute in normalized relations. 

In our model four different types of transactions are considered. First of all we 

restrict ourselves to read and update operations which extend only to one attribute. 

Hence a "decoupled" transaction model follows in which all attributes can be analysed 

separately. 

In a retrieval transaction QRi all records with a given attribute value for the i-th 

attribute are selected, All qualified records must be looked up and placed to the 

user's disposal. The probability of this transaction type be Pi" In many applications 

only statistical information is retrieved which refers to the frequency of certain 

elements of a data base. The search for the actual records is not necessary if fre- 

quency information is contained in the catalogue or the target list of an index. 

Asst~aing the probability s i of that query type, the probability r i of a retrieval 

transaction for the i-th attribute follows 

physical blocks° 

In order to express the storage costs CST of an index we introduce a cost factor c 

which is related to storage unit and time. The dLmension of c should be chosen such 

that storage costs and access costs are comparable. Neglecting the storage space for 

catalogue information the costs for the inversion of one attribute are 
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Pi + si = ri" 

The total retrieval probability in a normalized relation with n attributes as 

candidates for inversion is given by 

n = n 

Z (Pi + si) iZlri = R 
i=I = 

Three different types of maintenance operations are distinguished: 

- update of an existing record, 

- deletion of an existing record, 

- insertion of a new record. 

In all three transaction types it is assumed that the operation is restricted to one 

record which is identified by primary key. The update of a record requires the search 

via the access path of the primary key and the rewrite of the updated record. Inser- 

tions and deletions are performed via primary key. With respect to our model only 

the overhead caused by a secondary index is relevant. 

In an update transaction Qui the value of the i-th attribute of a record is changed. 

In case of inversion the maintenance of the index requires reading and rewriting 

of two target lists and catalogue entries. Assuming an update probability u i for 

the i-th attribute the total probability of an update transaction is given by 

n 

U. =U 
1 

i=I 

In an insertion or deletion transaction QI resp. QD the storage address of the 

record is fo~id~4a the access path of the primary key and the corresponding opera- 

tion is performed. For all inverted attributes the corresponding target lists and 

catalogue entries must be updated. Given the probabilities I and D for these trans- 

actions, then 

R+U+I +D= I. 

To estimate the costs of index operations the following general asstmrptions are 

made. The catalogue with all attribute value entries and all target lists are 

stored on disk. In any case a head movement with an average seek time t must be 
say 

performed in order to find the catalogue. Another one is needed to locate at the 

beginning of the target list. The transfer of data from disk is done block after 

block where to is the average time for rotational delay and transfer of a block 

or page. 
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For a transaction of type QRi the cost of transferring the total target list is 

Cpi = 2"tsav + (hi + NBi) ° to " 

In case of a statistical query only the corresponding entry of the attribute value 

must be searched. Thus, 

Csi + h. • { = tsav 1 o 

For the maintenance operations (Qu' QI' QD ) it is supposed that the update in the 

target lists can be done locally so that in each case only one block has to be 

transferred to main storage and written back to the original bucket of the disk. 

In addition the changed attribute value entry containing the actual slra (Nik) has 

to be rewritten. The index costs for insertion and deletion of a record are always 

equal. The expense per inverted attribte A i is given by 

~i = 2"tsar + (hi + 3) • to 

Since two catalogue entries and target lists are always involved in an update opera- 

tion the overhead Cui = 2"CMi arises with a transaction of type Qui" 

If no index exists for an attribute the total file has to be read and examined 

sequentially in case of qualification. Since the order of accessing records does not 

matter a physical sequential processing will be chosen for economic reasons. In our 

model the pages are transferred continuously from the external storage medium at 

maximal channel speed, By application of a synchronizing buffer technique the in- 

ternal computing times for the selection of the qualified records can be overlapped. 

It is assumed that speed and availability of the central processor do not affect the 

sequential processing, This serial scan may possibly be delegated to a peripheral 

specialized computer (Ka75), 

for one record the total cost of scanning the whole Asstming a cost constant K 
seq 

file is given by 

Cseq Kseq " NRE C - 

The cost C A for the random processJJ1g of a transaction depends mainly on the number 

of records (Nqual) accessed on disk (C A = Nqual • ~). Therefore we introduce the hit 

ratio of a transaction by 

HR = i~ ua~ • tOO % 
NREC 
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In our simple transaction model Nqual corresponds to the resolution factor P~. 

The expected hit ratio of a transaction QRi is 

tO0 
HR.= • 

i Ji 

The total cost for the random accesses of a transaction increases with the hit ratio, 

while it remains constant in the course of sequential processing. Hence, random 

processing is only preferable for C A < C e q . The hit ratio must be less than the 

100 % with Jo t otherwise sequential processing is critical boundary HR o = Jo seq . =~--- 

more advantageous, even if an access path exists. 

Random access is considered in two different cases: 

1) The seeks are not coordinated. Any cylinder is entered with equal probability 

in random order. The average access motion is a function of the number of occu- 

pied cylinders NCy L. An average access time tr results independent of the hit 

ratio. The cost of this processing according to random lists is given by 

CAi = NREC. 
Ji r 

2) Since all record addresses are known to the data base system at the beginning of 

a random transaction processing, the access pattern to the external storage may 

be determined in such a manner that the access motions are performed only in one 

direction und thus become minimal. The average seek is a function of NCy L and HR. 

The average access time ts to a record diminishes with increasing hit ratio. The 

cost of this processing according to random-sorted lists is given by 

Np~c " ts (ji) " 
CAi= Ji 

3. Selection of attributes for simple trans&¢tion types 

Since the attributes appear to be single and independent in our transaction model 

they can be considered separately. The resulting costs are shown in the following 

table in which sequential processing is compared to random processing supported by 

an index. The co, on overhead in maintenance operations is omitted. 
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costs 

Retrieval: c 
~Ri 

Update: CUi 

Insertion: Cii 

Deletion: CDi 

Storage: CST i 

no secondary 
index for A. 

I 

r. ~ C 
seq 

0 

O 

0 

secondary index 
for A i 

Pi'CAi + si'Csi + Pi'%i 

ui" ~i 

I "~{i 

D'CMi 

CST 

The basic demand for the inversion decision is the reduction of costs to realize a 

gain G compared with the physical sequential processing. Thus, 

G. I 

with Cinde x 

In order to find the lower boundary of attribute values Ji 

we replace Cinde x with O. From equation (3.]) follows 

= ri-Cse q - Pi.CAi - CST - Cinde x > 0 (3.7) 

= Pi'Cpi + si°Csi + ui'Cui + (I+D)'CMi 

for the inversion of A. 
1 

P i  " ~ 
Ji > J~i = r..K _ c.~l with t = t r resp. ts (Jgi) (3.2) 

I seq 

Hence, the lower boundary of j is determined by 

- the probability of retrieval operations, 

- the average random access time, 

- the speed of sequential processing, 

- the storage costs. 

This characteristic can be considered independent of NREC, if the weak influence of 

NRE C on tr is neglected. A critical parameter for the lower boundary of j is the 

length of a record Rz , because the speed of sequential processing is linearly 

dependent on this factor, while the average random access time for R z < B remains 

approximately constant. It is sho~q in (H~75) that the lower boundary of j is a 

useful parameter, which is easy to determine and of sufficient precision for prac- 

tical applications. Note that Jo derived from relation (3.2) with c = 0 and 

ri = Pi has considerable values. Assuming the characteristics of a disk IBM 2314, 

N B = 3 (pages per track) and load factor B = I, some values of Jo are given in 
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the following table. 

RZ = 80 

R Z =400 

= ts(Jo ) 

Jo = 57 

jo = 12 

t=t 
r 

Jo = 270 

jo = 54 

The selection of indices without storage restrictions is obtained by inversion of 

n' < n attributes with j > Jz oder G > O. When merely m < n' attributes can be in- 

verted, those with the highest gain contributions should be adopted. A i is preferred 

to Ak, when 

Aik = G i-~ > 0 (3.3) 

holds. Relation (3.3) is discussed for the case r i = Pi" Because of ~i ~ CMk it can 

be sir~lified to 

r i • (Cseq-CAi-%i) - 2.ui.~i > r k. (Cseq-CAk-Cpk) - 2.Uk.CMk (3.4) 

In a given application with fixed characteristics for storage structure, file allo- 

cation and type of random processing, the three parameters (j ,r,u} of each attri- 

bute must be considered when selecting the optimal set. The comparison of pairs of 

triples can be achieved graphically by curve bundles in the r-j-plane. It can be 

shown that the update probability u is of minor importance in this respect. For 

sufficient large files (NRE C > 104) NR~ C has no influence on the outcome of the 

selection, which is checked by further evaluation of relation (3.4), that is, the 

decision for an appropriate set of indices remains valid in case of growth or 

shrinkage of the file too. It should be underlined that the parameters j and r exert 

the dominant influence on the solution of the index problem. 

4. Selection of attributes for complex transaction types 

In our extended model, complex operations are admitted for retrieval and update. 

Disjunctions and conjunctions of search criteria are allowed in a query. For an 

attribute A i it is conceivable to specify I <~ qi "< Ji attribute values which are 

connected by V (OR). Note also that when qi = ji' the i-th attribute in no way 

restricts qualifying tuples and can be dropped consequently from the query, qi is 

the complexity of the attribute condition (Ca73). The disjunctions of all attributes 

with qi ~ Ji are associated mutually by the boolean operator A(AND). The number 

of the qi ~ J i conditions denotes the complexity of the tuple condition (Ca73). 

Formally the transaction type QR is described by 

Q~ = (ql, q?, "", q~) with I < qi ~ J~, i = I, 2, ..., n 
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In case of queries related to different relations or which enforce recursions for 

their evaluation, QR can be viewed as a query primitive, which should be embedded 

in an appropriate non-procedural language (As74). 

The access to the target lists of the specified attribute values is performed 

according to the model of section 2. The single lists are merged in main storage 

according to the applied boolean operators. It is assumed that the resulting costs 

of the final target list can be neglected. If all attributes specified in QR are 

inverted, the target list T(L) contains exactly the entries for the qualified 

tuples. In other cases only a list S(L) specifying a superset of the searched 

tuples can be derived. Based on the cardinality of T(L) or S(L) the decision is 

made whether rmndomor seqnential processing is preferable. The examination and 

selection of records achieved in case of a list S(L) in core is neglected in our 

cost model. 

In case of statistical queries the answer is completed as soon as a target list 

T(L) is constructed. If only a list S(L) is derived all records according to this 

list have to be read and examined. 

In case of complex transactions the expense for an attribute cannot be separated 

from the total costs, which depend on the set of existing indices SI respectively. 

With regard to section 2 the costs for index operations are obtained likewise: 

Retrieval: Cpk =7 ........... (2"tsar + (hi+NBi)'~o)'qik 

i~SIA(qi k < ji ) 

\ 
Up.re: %z = / Z'~i 

i~SI A (qi=i) 

Insertion and CI = CD => %4i 
Deletion: 

i~SI 

For statistical and normal retrieval transactions the access costs to the records 

must be distinguished with regard to the list types T(L) or S(L). If the necessary 

access rate exceeds 

100 
AR ~ HR - %, 

O JO 

physical sequential processing is performed, because the time factor is more 

favourable than in random processing. Otherwise, random processing is provided 

for the subsetting of records. When a complete list T(L) is established for a 
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statistical query, the access to the records is not required. Hence, the following 

expression for access costs holds for normal retrieval operations 

= EApk 

{ IO0 
Ir Ji "N~c for AR k < j-~ 

isSI (<~ 

Cse q for AR k ~ 1.00 % 
3o 

and for statistical retrieval operations 

/ 
0 

< T 
isSI (~ 

C 
seq 

for AR = HR 

• NRE C for AR < 100jo % 

for AR ~ 100. % 
3o 

In normalized relations the target lists with regard to one attribute are distinct. 

Therefore the disjunction of those lists corresponds to an addition. The expected 

hit ratio of A i is given by 

qi HR. = ~-- " 100 % . 
]i 

For the conjunction of attributes stochastic independence is assumed between their 

values so that th~ hit ratio of QR can be described by 

100 
HR = % 

Ji 
i=1 

For the computation of costs an access rate AR must be applied, which is determined 

for a given set SI of secondary indices by 

100 
AR - % with AR > HR 

ieSI • 

The transactions of type QR are separated in r s statistical and rp normal retrieval 
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types with the probabilities s~ resp. pk o Hence, 

r r 
s 

~ ___ s z + pk = R. 

z =I k =] 

An update transaction QU is performed on one record, which is accessed via primary 

key PK. Several changes of attribute values are allowed. Formally the transaction 

type QU is described by 

QU = PK : (al, a2, ..., an) with a i s {0,1} 

a i = ] denotes the update of A i. For each changed attribute value the operations 

described in section 2 are accomplished, if an index exists. The total probability 

of an update follows from the probabilities u z of the single transaction types by 

w 

~-~u Z = U 

z = ] 

Analogous to equation (3.1) the costs resulting from all transactions in case of 

existing indices are gathered and compared to the results obtained if no access 

paths are available to support direct access. The following global gain function is 

received, which comprises all transactions types, their probabilities and the storage 

costs for indices. 

G = R'C 
seq 

r r w 

k=1 ~=] z=1 i~SI 

To solve the selection problem the gain G is to be maximized, that is, the set SI 

of secondary indices must be found such that the total gain resulting from all appli- 

cations is maximal. Generally, the gain is to be computed for all possible subsets 

SI from the n candidates among the attributes. Only the examination of the powerset 

with 2 n sets guarantees an opt~r~l solution, because no index sets can be excluded 

a priori. Besides the number of attribute values Ji of an attribute At, its links to 

other attributes in the single transactions of type QR determine, above all, its 

membership to the optimal solution. Global retrieval probabilities are no adequate 

means to describe a transaction load (Sk74, St74). It is shown in (H~75) that 

generally no proper solutions can be obtained under model simplifications of this 

kind. 
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In special cases the number of the index candidates for the optimal solution can be 

reduced a priori to improve the conputation overhead. We discuss applications with- 

out statistical queries (sz = s = O). When the hit ratio of a transaction k exceeds 

the critical limit HR ° described by 

n 

HR k >. HR O or ~ (~!. { Jo (4.2) 

i = ] 

then the transaction is handled in any case in a sequential manner. If condition 

(4.2) holds for all transactions in which A i happens to qualify- (qik < Ji )' than 

A i is no candidate for the optimal index set IS, because no efficiency is derived 

comparing it with sequential processing. 

n 
J~ 

QRk : (Ai I (qik < Ji ) A (~ (q~k) .< jo )) =~A i ~ IS 
~=I 

This condition is independent of application parameters such as transaction proba- 

bilities. 

In a second example the costs for index operations and storage space are assumed 

to be negligible (Cinde x = 0, c = 0). This assumption allows a good approximate 

solution in many applications. Furthermore, the following relation holds 

Ji 
> Jo for Ji ¢ qik' 

qik 

that is, all attributes improve the total gain in case of inversion independent on 

each other. 

Under these assumptions equation (4. I) yields 

r 
P 

G - R • K ~__~--- Pk 
NRE C seq 

k=1 

In order to maximize the gain the cost of random processing is to be minimized. 

Hence, 
r 
P 

Pk T~ Ji ~ Min 

~=I i~sl (qik) 
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The minimum is attained, if the single terms of the sLma are minimized or if the 

expressions 

ieSI 

are maximized. Since Ji > qik ~ the single products are maximal, if the index set SI 

is maximal. Hence, all n attributes are to be inverted in this special case without 

storage restrictions. If only a limited number m of indices is allowed, the selec- 

tion is reduced to a combinatorial problem, where the number of combinations of n 

attributes taken m at a time without repetitions must be examined. This is because 

the total gain increases constantly in this special case with the cardinality of 

optimal index sets. The number of index sets to be computed is given in this 

limited selection by 

.n n! 
z = c~ = 

as opposed to 2 n in the normal case. 

5. Dynamic evaluation of secondary indices 

Even in the case of an optimal index set, existing access paths are not used in any 

transaction to support retrieval~ because sequential processing is preferable for 

high access rates. Therefore the data base system needs appropriate rules for rapid 

decision making. Here we discuss a procedure for predicting access rates with diffe- 

rent degrees of precision. In queries which are formulated in a non-procedural lan- 

guage the qualifying predicates can be divided so that they can be represented by a 

binary predicate tree (As74). Three cases are distinguishable for their evaluation. 

A predicate is represented by a list T(L) or S(L), otherwise there is no way of 

locating the qualified tuples so that NRE C tuples must be considered. The evalua- 

tion of the predicate tree starts at the leaves, which consist of the single attri- 

bute values, and is continued recursively up to the root. 

According to (As74) the possible links of these cases by AND- and OR-nodes are 

given in the following table. The recursive application of these connections on 

all non-leaf nodes permits the computation of the expected access rate. For this 

reason the list lengths related to NRE C are invented as hit probabilities Pi under 

the assumption of stochastic independence. On the level of the leaves these pro- 

babilities can be directly expressed by the parameters of the value distributions 

Ji" For disjunctions of values concerning one attribute in a normalized relation, 

Pl " P2 = 0 yields. 
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list of T(LI) 

right S (LI) 

subtree NRE C 
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list of left subtree 

T(L2) S(L2) NREC 

T(L1 A L2) S(L1 a L2) S(L1) 

S(L1 A L2) S(L1 A L2) S(L1) 

S (L2) S (L2) NI~ ¢ 

AND 

hit probability T (p]) 

of right S (Pl) 

subtree 1 

hit probability of left subtree 

T (p2) S (p2) 

T(pl • p2 ) S(P 1 . p2 ) S(P 1) 

S(pl • p2) S(p 1 • p2) S(p 1) 

S(P2) S(P2) I 

OR 

list of T(L]) 

right S (LI) 

subtree NRE C 

list of left subtree 

T (L2) S (L2) 

T(L1 V L2) S(L1 V L2) 

S(L1 V L2) S(L1 V L2) 

NRE C NREC ~ 

NREC 

NREC 

NREC 

OR 

hit probability T(Pl) 

of right S(Pl) 

subtree I 

hit probability of left subtree 

T(P 2) S(P z) 

T(p]+p2-pl-p2 ) S(P1+P2-p]-p2) I 

S(pj +p2-Pl .p2 ) S(p1+p2-pl .p2 ) I 

I I I 

The expected hit probability for the root is needed to determine the kind of further 

processing. The outlined procedure renders the expected value of the access rate of 

a transaction type. In order to improve the accuracy of the forecast the actual list 

lengths Nik stored in the catalogue can be taken to process a particular query. 

However, additional overhead is imposed to acquire this information. The most 

expensive way to support the decision is finally the actual merging of target lists, 

which provides the actual access rate. 
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6. Conclusion 

The problem of finding an optimal set of secondary indices for a given transaction 

load is considered. In our model the description of queries, updates, insertions 

and deletions, which are characterized by their t}me and probability, is provided. 

For simple transaction types, which refer only to one single attribute, a "decoupled 

model" is established. Each attribute can be considered separately so that simple 

analytic solutions are obtained. With respect to inversion a lower boundary depending 

on detailed storage and processing characteristics exists for the nt~nber of attribute 

values per attribute. 

For complex transaction types their exact attribute combinations and their probabi- 

lities are taken into account. To find an optimal index set, in the general case the 

powerset of all attributes must be examined. In special cases one can get simple 

solutions. 

A prediction procedure for the estimation of the access time behavior during the 

dynamic evaluation of secondary indices is given. 
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